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DISCLAIMER SLIDE
CohnReznick, LLP has prepared these materials as part of an educational program. Any 
advice contained in this communication, including attachments and enclosures, is not 
intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific issues. This has been prepared for 
information purposes and general guidance only and does not constitute professional advice. 
You should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining 
specific professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to 
the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and 
CohnReznick LLP, its members, employees and agents accept no liability, and disclaim all 
responsibility, for the consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in 
reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.
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AGENDA
• Introductions to CohnReznick  

• MOBILE Health Care Act

• New Access Point Grants

• Mobile Healthcare Program Sustainability Planning 
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SESSION OBJECTIVES
1. Review and interpret the new MOBILE Health Care Act 

2. Identify best practices for assessing and preparing a mobile health program for 
sustainability 

3. Discuss strategies and opportunities for New Access Point grant applications
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INTRODUCTION
COHNREZNICK SERVICES

Rebecca Stauffer, MPA
Manager
Healthcare Consulting Services
New York, NY



MOBILE HEALTH CARE ACT 
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MOBILE HEALTH CARE ACT
• Nationally, mobile units at health centers more than doubled (104% increase) from 2015 to 

2021

• August 2021: Rep. Susie Lee (D) of Nevada introduced the bill in the House in August of 
2021 and Sen. Jacky Rosen (D) of Nevada introduced it in the Senate.
̶ Senate bill quickly passed with bipartisan support 
̶ House overwhelmingly approved it in a 414 to 7 vote on September 29
̶ Enacted January 3, 2022

• Result of COVID pandemic demonstrated need for more accessible care

• Amends Public Health Service Act to expand allowable use criteria for new access point 
grants for community health centers

• Effective January 1, 2024
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MOBILE HEALTH CARE ACT

Source: 
https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/
117/s958/text

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/117/s958/text
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MOBILE HEALTH CARE ACT

Source: NACHC’s Everything You Need to Know About the MOBILE Health Care Act

Before MOBILE  Health Care Act After MOBILE Health Care Act
A New Access Point (NAP) required a 
permanent brick-and-mortar site to 
accompany a propose mobile health 
clinic as an in-scope site

Apply NAP funds to support mobile 
health unit without including a 
permanent site in the application

https://www.nachc.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/1-19-23-MOBILE-Health-Care-Act-Explainer-Final.pdf
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CAVEATS
• Contingent on HRSA’s release of NAP notice of funding opportunities that will 

allow health centers to take advantage of MOBILE Health Care Act’s flexibilities

• Applicable only to current Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC) (i.e., 
Section 330 grantees) and not FQHC Look-A-Likes (FQHC-LALs)

• Any non-Section 330 grantees that wish to apply for NAP funds to support a 
mobile health unit would be required to include a permanent site



NEW ACCESS POINT 
GRANT APPLICATIONS
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NEW ACCESS POINT APPLICATIONS
• Purpose: Improve care for underserved communities and vulnerable populations 

̶ Expands access to accordable, accessible, quality, and cost-effective primary care 
services

̶ provides operational support (grant funds) to set up new service delivery sites to 
provide primary care services 

• Required to show need for primary care services, site, and service area

• Describe the population to be served, services to be delivered and methods with 
operational plan

• Organizational structure, budget and income analysis, board structure, and 
polices and procedures

• HRSA has indicated release of NAPs, but that is contingent on many factors and 
the passing of President’s Budget
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NEW ACCESS POINT APPLICATIONS
• NAPs scored based on HRSA’s 

Unmet Need Score Tool
̶ Converts a proposed ZIP code 

services area to a qualified “need” 
score

• Preparing for NAP should include 
alignment with where HRSA has 
identified as primary care 
expansion needs

• Leveraging response to this 
identified need area as part of 
planning for NAP application and 
mobile program 



COMPONENTS OF  A 
MOBILE HEALTHCARE 
STRATEGY
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SERVICE PLANNING QUESTIONS
• WHO to serve? 
• WHY do they need services? 
• WHEN do they need services? 

Patients/Clients

• WHAT services to provide?
• WHY do they need these services?
• HOW to deliver the services?
• WHO will deliver the services?

Services

• WHERE are services needed?
• WHO are partners and stakeholders?

Environment
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PLANNING: MARKET AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT
• Purpose: Understands the environmental factors, population’s 

needs for services, and staff structure needed to deliver services 

• Create unique and customized program for the environment, 
patient population, services delivered

• Assess opportunities to build a mobile health program that fits 
organization, community, and patient population’s needs

• Data driven: Uses census data, community demographic, and 
health needs data
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MARKET ASSESSMENT
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MARKET ASSESSMENT
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STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLAN
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FINANCIAL PLANNING QUESTIONS

• WHO will pay for these services?
• WHAT is the payer mix?
• HOW will we be paid for services?
• HOW much will this program earn?

Revenue

• HOW much will this program cost?
• WHAT are the costs
• WHAT is the operating margin?
• WHAT is the cost per visit? 

Expenses
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• Staffing Model
• Policies, procedures, 

workflows
• Evaluative metrics
• Data management 

systems

• Determine liability and 
legal concerns

• Secure contracts with 
partners

• Regulatory registrations 
and licensures

• Community Partners
• Care Coordination 

Support
• Referral Sources
• Service Delivery Sites

• Financial feasibility 
assessments

• Patient revenue source 
assessment

• Grant opportunities
• Local or state funding

MOBILE PROGRAM DESIGN

21
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SAMPLE VEHICLE SCHEMATIC 
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BUSINESS PLANNING ACTIVITIES
Identify the core team included in the business planning 
process (finance, operations, IT, HR)

Make sure data systems are timely and adequate to 
inform decisions made by leadership

Identify the key factors to make this initiative a financial 
success – what is your project hinged on?  

Learn how to evaluate the quality of resources (people 
and infrastructure) required to carry out objectives 

Learn how to write and communicate the purpose of the business plan – be able to 
sell the world as to why there is a need to invest!  



MOBILE HEALTH PROGRAM 
SUSTAINABILITY
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POST-LAUNCH ASSESSMENT
• How well is your program doing? Is it meeting the needs previously assessed?

̶ Patient satisfaction surveys
̶ Staff satisfaction surveys
̶ Actual to budget
̶ Key performance indicators and quality measures

• What have been the challenges?

• What are the opportunities?

• What are barriers to achieving program goals?
̶ Can they be overcome?
̶ How does the program need to be adjusted? 
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WHAT IS A SUSTAINABILITY PLAN?
• Roadmap for achieving long-term goals 

• Documents strategies to continue the 
program, activities, and partnerships. 

• Assessment of: 
̶ Values that the project promotes
̶ Relationships between organization
̶ Services rendered 
̶ Profitability

• Addresses organizational and 
contextual factors: 
̶ Adaptability of program
̶ Coalitions and partnerships
̶ Communication approaches
̶ Environmental supports
̶ Funding and financial support
̶ Organizational capacity
̶ Program evaluation
̶ Political support
̶ Strategic planning
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KEY COMPONENTS OF SUSTAINABILITY PLAN

Financial 
Modeling
• Revenues and Assets
• Operating Expenses 

and Liabilities 
• Use and management 

of restricted and 
unrestricted funds

• Billable services

Efficient 
Operations
• Workflows, Policies 

and Procedures, 
Roles and 
Responsibilities

• Staffing Patterns
• Scheduling – staff 

and vehicle

Strategic 
Planning
• Opportunities
• Growth and 

Expansion
• Challenges and 

Barriers
• Achievable 

Objectives
• Timeline 

Environmental 
Scan
• Needs 

assessment for 
patients and 
services 

• Market 
assessment for 
competition
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SUSTAINABILITY PLAN STRATEGIES

Strengthening 
Partnerships

Increases visibility of 
program 

Amplifies health 
messages

Trusted references

Building 
Capacity

Training program staff 
meet goals

Ensures needed skills, 
knowledge, 
specialties

Knowledge shared 
and retained

Diversifying 
Funding

Third-party 
reimbursement

Grants and 
fundraising

Medicaid/ACOs

Government agencies

Hospitals 

Informing 
Changes

Assess organization 
and structure

Programmatic 
elements – services 

and staffing

Operational 
adjustments

Developing 
Messaging

Raise awareness of 
need and services 

available

Create conversations 
to impact behaviors 

and decisions

Outreach to intended 
target populations

Several important strategies for achieving sustainability include:
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QUESTIONS?
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CONTACT

Rebecca Stauffer, MPA
Manager
Healthcare Consulting Services
New York, NY

646-625-5741 Rebecca.Stauffer@CohnReznick.com

linkedin.com/in/Rebecca-Stauffer
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